
THE FERMI-PASTA-ULAM PROBLEMA. CARATI, L. GALGANI, A. PONNOUniversit�a di Milano, Dipartimento di Matematia,Via Saldini 50, 20133-Milano, ItalyE-mail: arati�mat.unimi.it, galgani�mat.unimi.it, ponno�mat.unimi.itA. GIORGILLIUniversit�a di Milano Bioa, Dipartimento di Matematia e Appliazioni,Via degli Arimboldi 8, 20126-Milano, ItalyE-mail: antonio�matapp.unimib.itA review is given of the Fermi{Pasta{Ulam problem. Its foundational relevane in on-netion with the relations between lassial and quantum mehanis is pointed out, andthe status of the numerial and analytial results is disussed.1 The FPU model and the FPU problemThe Fermi{Pasta{Ulam model is a system of N + 2 equal partiles on a line withmutual interations between adjaent partiles, provided by a potential of the formV (r) = r2=2 + �r3=3 + �r4=4; ertain boundary onditions are also assigned, typ-ially with the two extreme partiles �xed. For � = � = 0 the system is a linearone, and by a familiar linear tranformation it an be redued to a system of Nindependent harmoni osillators (alled normal modes) with ertain frequenies!j = 2 sin[j�=2(N+1)℄ , j = 1; � � � ; N . The total energy E then redues to the sumE =Pj Ej of the N normal mode energies Ej , whih are independent integrals ofmotion: Ej(t) = Ej(0). When the nonlinear interation is ative, the normal modeenergies are no more integrals of motion, and a standard arguments of lassial sta-tistial mehanis suggests that their time averages E�j (t) = (1=t) R t0 Ej(�)d� shouldtend to a ommon value, thus realizing what is usually alled the equipartition of en-ergy. More preisely this is expeted to our for almost all initial data with respetto the Gibbs measure, and in the thermodynami limit, i.e the limit of an in�nitesystem with a �nite nonvanishing spei� energy �: N !1; E !1; E=N ! � > 0.In suh a ase, the ommon value of the time averages of the normal mode energiesis identi�ed with the temperature T by E�j (t) ! kBT , where kB is the Boltzmannonstant. Correspondingly, the spei� heat (de�ned as the derivative of energywith respet to temperature) turns out to be a onstant, independent of tempera-ture.The FPU problem onsists in establishing whether the dynamis atually leadsto equipartition. Typially one onsiders initial data with the energy given just tosome low frequeny modes, and one looks for the rate of thermalization. i.e. forthe rate at whih energy ows to the high frequeny modes. Suh a problem was�rst investigated by Fermi, Pasta and Ulam in the year 1954, through numerialsolutions of the equations of motion for N = 64, using the failities of the LosAlamos laboratory 1. The result they found is that, at least up to the atuallyobserved times, the energy, initially given to the lowest frequeny mode, did notappear to ow at all to the highest frequeny modes, but was just shared among a1



small group (or paket) of low frequeny modes. The \�nal" distribution of energyalso appeared to derease more or less exponentially fast with the frequeny. Theresults did not hange qualitatively if the initial energy was given not just to thelowest frequeny mode, but to a small paket about it.2 The signi�ane of the FPU problem: the FPU paradoxThe question of the equipartition of energy has a deep foundational meaning forphysis, beause it is the one that gave rise to quantum mehanis. Indeed, as ev-eryone knows, equipartition of energy (i.e. mean energy independent of frequeny,and spei� heat independent of temperature) is experimentally found to obtainonly in the limit of high temperatures and/or low frequenies, and to ompletelyfail in the omplementary region. It is atually at this point the Plank's onstant�h entered the game, beause it was found by Plank, on Otober 19, 1900, by �ttingthe experimental data of blak body radiation, that the relevant dimensionless pa-rameter is the quantity �h!=kBT , and that the distribution of energy (per osillator)U versus frequeny ! at temperature T isU(!; T ) = �h!e�h!=kBT � 1 = kT xex � 1 (x = �h!=kBT ) :Now, as shown by Plank in his seond memoir and desribed in all textbooks,Plank's law is obtained by the usual arguments of statistial mehanis if energy isassumed to be quantized. In partiular, for a harmoni osillator the admitted valuesof the energy should be En = n�h!, n = 1; 2; � � � , (or rather En = (n + 1=2) �h!,whih leads to the addition of the \zero-point energy" 1=2�h!). If energy is notquantized, one instead reovers the \lassial" equipartition value U(!; T ) = kBT .Thus the FPU result appeared as a paradox.By the way, in our opinion it is not by hane that Fermi happened to studythis problem. Indeed his interest for the problem of equipartition of energy goesbak to his youth, as is witnessed by the work of the year 1923 in whih he hadgiven a subtle matematial improvement to a theorem of Poinar�e 2 (see also 3).Poinar�e was onerned with the number of integrals of motion for a Hamiltoniansystem, and had proven that \in general" there is just one integral, namely thetotal energy. Notie that this is a ruial point in onnetion with the problemof equipartition of energy, beause for example in the FPU problem there are Nintegrals of motion for the linearized system, and one should understand in whihmathematial sense an one pass, with the introdution of a nonlinearity, to asituation in whih one remains instead with just one integral of motion. The subtlemathematial point addressed by Fermi onsisted in paying attention not to theintegrals of motion themselves, but rather to single invariant surfaes in the phasespae. In this onnetion let us reall that if there are N independet integrals\in involution", then the phase spae is \foliated" by a ontinuous set of singleinvariant N{dimensional surfaes, whih in the ompat ase turn out to be tori.This is atually the frame in whih Kolmogorov (just in the same year 1954 of thework of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam) formulated his elebrated theorem, now usuallyknown as the KAM theorem, and it is impressive how a physiist, as Fermi was,2



might have thought of the problem in suh terms. In any ase, the theorem ofPoinar�e was universally interpreted as a dynamial support to the idea that in ageneri Hamiltonian system all integrals of motion whih are possibly present in anunperturbed system (suh as the linearized FPU model) should disappear with theintrodution of a generi perturbation; in our ase, this would lead to equipartitionof energy. The interest for this mathematial problem was learly the reason forFermi oming bak to the equipartition problem when he happend to have a largeomputer available. To this historially doumented fat, we an add a personalimpression, that was formed by a onversation that one of us had several years agowith the late E. Segr�e (one of Fermi's pupils) in Berkeley. What Segr�e said is that inprivate onversations with friends Fermi would admit that he did not really like theCopenhagen interpretation of quantum mehanis. So, perhaps, the opportunity ofgoing bak to the problem in whih quantum mehanis itself had originated mighthave been partiularly attrative for him.3 The way out of Izrailev and Chirikov; the problem of the energythresholdsAll of us have learned at shool that lassial mehanis predits a wrong result(equipartition) in onnetion with the problem of the distribution of energy for asystem of harmoni osillators, this being exatly the point where the new quantummehanis originated. So the result of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam appears as a paradox,and it is expeted that one should be able to explain and eliminate it by a deepersrutiny of the problem.A fundamental ontribution in this diretion was given by a very deep paper ofIzrailev and Chirikov4 of the year 1966. The main idea was that one should take intoaount the existene of some energy threshold. Atually, this is a famililar fat inperturbation theory, and possibly it ame to the minds of the authors beause theywere the �rst physiists that made a onnetion at all betweeen the FPU problemand the modern results (i.e. the KAM theorem) of perturbation theory. The pointis that perturbation theory applies at all, i.e. the perturbed system is proven to bequalitatively similar to the unperturbed one (there are however some deliate pointshere, to whih we will ome bak in another setion), only if the perturbation is lowenough, namely if it is smaller than a ertain threshold, whih should be suitablyestimated in eah partiular ase. In the FPU model the unperturbed system isthe linearized one, with its N independent integrals, and what plays the role ofthe perturbation is essentially the total energy, beause the relative \size" of thenonlinearity tends to zero with the total energy. So the idea was that the perturbedsystem would be qualitatively similar to the unperturbed one only for energiessmaller than a ertain ritial energy, say E; the result of Fermi, Pasta and Ulamshould then be explained as due to the fat that they had onsidered small initialenergies, below the threshold E. Finally, the paradox would disappear at all if onemight prove that the threshold vanishes in the thermodynami limit.Atually, the authors even went farther, beause they also provided, with someheuristi arguments, an estimate for the threshold. More preisely, they also on-eived the idea that the threshold should depend on the hoie of the initial data:3



for an initial exitation of mode j one should orrespondigly have a threshold Ej .So they gave their estimate for the threshold Ej , or at least two limit expressionsfor it for the ase of low frequenies (small j) and for the ase of high frequenies(large j). The key point is now the dependene on the number N of partiles be-ause, aording to their estimates, the energy thresholds would tend to zero, alleast for the ase of large j. This result almost eliminates the paradox, beause,at least for initial data with exitations of the high frequeny modes, in the ther-modynami limit one would always be above threshold, i.e. the system would havealmost no relation to the unperturbed one and thus would be expeted to lead toequipartition.The job would be totally aomplished if one were able to produe estimatesfor the thresholds in the ase of small j, presenting the same property of vanishingin the thermodynaimi limit. In a reent paper by Shepelyansky 5 it is stated thatsuh an aomplishment has now been performed. In his words, the aim of his paperis the following one: \A possibility that in the FPU problem the ritial energy forhaos goes to zero when the number of partiles in the hain inreases is disussed".In the introdution the result of Izrailev and Chirikov is mentioned: \Aording toIzrailev and Chirikov, in the ase of low{mode exitation (nonlinear sound waves)the ritial energy inreases with the number of osillators in the hain (or the energyper osillator is onstant)". It is then disussed how suh authors had neglextedto take into aount ertain resonanes in their semianalytial estimates, with theonlusion: \Suh resonanes not being onsidered by Izrailev and Chirikov give asharp derease of the haos border in energy whih goes to zero with the inrease ofthe number of partiles in the lattie. In this sense the long{wave haos an existfor arbitrarily small nonlinearity".4 The result of Bohieri, Sotti and Loinger, and the Plank{like dis-tributionsA ompletely di�erent perspetive had been however imagined in the meantime.This ourred in Milano, through the work of Bohieri, Sotti and Loinger 6 of theyear 1970 and a subsequent one 7. The theoretial group of Milano was then led byCaldirola, who had been among the young physisits inuened by Fermi just beforethe war, and happened to be partiularly interested in problems onerning thefoundations of theoretial physis. So in Milano people were partiularly sensitiveto the possible foundational relevane of the FPU problem, with its impliationsfor the relations between lassial and quantum mehanis. Thus, when the FPUproblem made its way to Italy through the work of Izrailev and Chirikov, that hadbeen disovered by Loinger, there naturally arose the idea of heking, by numerialsolutions of the equations of motion, whether the spei� ritial energy � = E=Nvanishes in the thermodynami limit or not. This was done by Bohieri, Sottiand Loinger. Atually, the ritial energy was investigated just for initial data asin the original work of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam, namely for initial exitations ofthe lowest mode. The energy threshold was de�ned in the simplest possible way,by omputing the time averages E�j (t) until they had apparently settled down tosome \�nal" stationary value. It turned out that there was some ritial energy4



above whih there was an apparent equipartition, while equipartition did not ourat lower energies. The main result was that the ritial energy E appeared tobe proportional to N , i.e. there appeared to exist a �nite nonvanishing spei�ritial energy � > 0. In other terms, it was suggested that aording to lassialdynamis there is a relevant set of initial data whih lead to \�nal" states notorreponding to equipartition of energy. An interesting fat onerning this workis that the omputations were performed with a realisti interatomi potential,namely a standard Lennard{Jones potential V (r) = 4V0�(�=r)12 � (�=r)6�; thisinvolves two parameters, V0 and �, giving the depth and the width respetivelyof the potential well. The omputations were atually performed by taking forthe moleular parameters m (the mass of the partiles), V0 and � realisti valuesorresponding to Argon as desumed from standard textbooks. The spei� ritialenergy � turned out to have a value whih is more or less 4 perent of the depthV0 of the potential well.Many disussions followed this striking result. Shortly later, an investigationwas made 7 of the distribution of energy for the `�nal" states that are found belowthreshold (still with initial data of FPU type), looking for a funtion that givesthe �nal values E�j in terms of the orresponding frequenies !j . It was foundthat the urves were rather well �tted (apart from a short plateau at the very lowfrequenies) by Plank{like distributions of the formE�(!;E) = A!e�A! � 1 :The parameter � was depending on the total energy E more or less as an inversetemperature should, while the parameter A appeared to be a onstant. The moststriking fat was that, with the realisti values of the moleular parameters or-responding to Argon whih had been hosen in the omputations, the quantity Aturned out to have a value very near to that of Plank's onstant. It took some timeto understand this point: in brief, Plank's onstant had been introdued, somehowby hands, through the moleular parameters. This goes as follows. One immedi-ately heks that the natural ation built up from the parameters is just pmV0 �,so that one has A = apmV0 � with a pure number a; on the other hand from thetextbooks it turns out that one has, in an inredibly preise way, pmV0 � ' 2Z�h,where Z is the atomi number. Thus the numerial omputations had just providedan estimate of the pure number a, whih turned out to be of the order of magnitudeof 1=50. Shortly later an interesting ontribution was also given by Cerignani, whosuggested8 that there might be an analogy between energy thresholds and quantumzero{point energy.5 The problem of the relaxation times; old and modern aspetsOne thus remains with the problem of deiding between two possible alternatives.Denote by \freezing" the FPU qualitative phenomenon that the \�nal" distributionof energy is near the initial one, so that in partiular equipartition does not holdfor the �nal distribution if the initial one orresponds to exitation of the very lowfrequeny modes; suh a freezing is expeted to hold below some energy threshold.5



Then the alternative is whether suh a freezing persists in the thermodynami limitor not, i.e. whether it is relevant for physis or not. At �rst sight, one might betempted to say that the shool of Chirikov would bet for the seond alternative,and the group of Milano for the �rst one. But perhaps we are misinterpreting ourolleagues, and their hopes might be not so dissimilar from ours.Passing from hopes to fats, or to theorems, it turns out that the answer is notat all simple, and atually has not yet been a�orded. The main diÆulty residesin providing a lear de�nition for the freezing, espeially in onnetion with thequestion of the times involved (i.e. the size of the relaxation times in relation to theobservation times). Another point onerns the meaning that should be attributedto the notion of an \energy per osillator". These are indeed quite deliate problemson whih we are presently atively working, and we limit here ourselves to someomments, mainly addressed to the �rst problem, i.e. that of the times involved.The general physial problem of the dependene of the results on the observationtime turns out to have a a strong ounterpart in perturbation theory. Indeed, ingeneral, in perturbation theory one aims at proving that a ertain system is \similar"to another \ unperturbed" one, but the mathematial implementation of suh anidea requires that preliminarly a time t should be �xed up to whih the similarityshould hold; suh a time is the ounterpart of the physial observation time. Onthe other hand it is a general fat that the similarity an be proven to exist only ifthe perturbation is below a ertain threshold, so that orrespondingly the thresholdturns out to depend on the given observation time.Now, the KAM theorem refers to an in�nite observation time, and all theavailable estimates indiate that it should not apply in the thermodynami limit (wedo not disuss here the problem of the existene of invariant low{dimensional tori,whih is now so popular in the mathematial literature, and is studied for exampleby Kuksin and by Bambusi). One an instead make referene to �nite times, andNekhoroshev 9 has tought us 10 how to deal with them in a perspiuous eÆient way(see also 11). Many numerial and analytial studies have been performed from thispoint of view on the FPU and related models 12, on whih we do not have time toenter. What we want to stress here is that �nally the sienti� ommunity seemsto have ome to agree that taking into aount the obervation time is a physiallyrelevant requirement even in the FPU and related problems. Asking whether onehas equipartition or not without an aurate disussion of the times involved isextremely naive and unphysial.By the way, it has also been realized that the relevane of the observation timein this onnetion was atually well known sine the \old times" , beause it wasBoltzmann himself 13 that for the �rst time oneived that the phenomenologiallak of equipartition in rystals and polyatomi moleules ould be explained asorresponding to the fat that equipartition had not been ahieved within the atualobservation times; the relaxation times to equipartition would be muh longer thanthe experimental observation times. This idea was pursued by Jeans 14, and thendisussed at the �rst Solvay onferene15, partiularly by Nernst, who delared thatsuh long relaxation times had never been observed in experiments. The story hasbeen desribed elsewhere 16. In short, \long" relaxation times (even of the orderof one seond) have atually been observed in the phenomenon of the dispersion6



and anomalous absorption of sound in diatomi moleules 17, and is rather wellaounted for by the lassial theory, although some deliate problems are still open.Moreover, the irumstane that one should have some \time dependent spei�heat" is presently aepted even as a trivial fat 18. The situation is however ratherdeliate, espeially in onnetion with the problem of understanding from this pointof view the standard stati measurements of the spei� heats.The disussion would beome here really intriate, and at the moment we donot have a lear answer available. We have however a main qualitative perspetive.The general idea is that in lassial models of rystals and of polyatomi moleulesone might meet with situations qualitatively analogous to those wih are met inthe phenomenology of glasses, spin glasses and polymers, where an essential roleis played by the fat that there exist relaxation times di�ering from eah other byhuge orders of magnitude. So, one might have an essentially rapid relaxation tosome kind of metaequilibrium state, whih should last for an extremely long time;the �nal relaxation to a standard Maxwell{Boltzmann equilibrium, and thus toequipartition, might then our only over suh huge time sales. Something likethis was suggested for the �rst time in a work 19, where the interation of a FPUsystem with a heat reservoir was studied numerially. Suh an idea had also beenpursued for the ase of polyatomi moleules 20. A speial attention had there beengiven to the so{alled Landau{Teller model 2122, whih takes there the role of theFPU model. In partiular, it was reently observed that in the Landau{ Tellermodel of moleular ollisions the energy of the internal vibrations performs a kindof random walk in whih there our rare onspiuous jumps, somehow analogousto those ourring in L�evy proesses 23. One should then meet there with thephenomenon of the anomalous di�usion, whih might thus be expeted to ouralso in the FPU model.In onnetion with the physial neessity of taking into aount the observa-tion times, one also meets with a quite deliate problem of interpretation pointedout by Boltzmann. The problem onerns the identi�ation, whih is usually madein statistial mehanis, between thermodynami energy and mehanial energy.Aording to Boltzmann, one should delare in advane whih is the hosen ob-servation time. Then, onsidering a system whih possesses a ertain mehanialenergy in virtue of some initial onditions, its thermodynami energy should beidenti�ed with the fration of the mehanial energy that the system an atuallyexhange with the measurement instrument up to the given observation time. Aspointed out by Nernst 24 (see also 25), in suh a way one might have a situation inwhih there is equipartition of energy for the mehanial energy, just in virtue ofthe hoie of the initial data (aording to the Maxwell{Boltzmann distribution),and instead a Plank distribution for the exhangeable energy (see also 26). Thisis a ruial point if one wants to interpret the phenomenon of the freezing of thehigh frequenies modes when one onsiders initial onditions of a generi type (i.e.aording to Maxwell{Boltzmann), and not just of the speial type orrespondingto an exitation of the low frequeny modes.7



6 Some reent resultsWe now quikly desribe some reent results, whih are mostly still unpublished.The �rst one is of numerial type, and is already in print 27. For initial data ofthe FPU type, a strong evidene is given of the fat that the results depend onthe spei� energy � in the following way. There exists a ritial spei� energy� suh that for � > � equipartition is obtained within a time that inreases asan inverse power of � with dereasing �. Instead, below threshold, i.e. for � < �,one meets with two time sales: in a short time there is formed a \natural paket"that extends up to a maximal frequeny !(�) proportional to �1=4. Only on a muhlonger time sale would one get equipartition. Just in these days indiations arebeing found that suh a large time sale might inrease as a strethed exponentialof 1=�.The natural paket mentioned above is presumably to be identi�ed with whatin the year 1972 was onsidered to be the \�nal state" providing a Plank{like dis-tribution. So it is of partiular interest to obtain any possible analytial informationabout it. This has now been a�orded, and will in a short time be written down. Byarguments related to the desription of the FPU model in terms of solitons, alongthe lines of the elebrated work of Zabusky and Kruskal 28 (see also 29), it is shownthat the results atually depend on the spei� energy, and an expliit analytialformula is given for the natural paket, whih is on�rmed to extend up to a maxi-mal frequeny !(�) proportional to �1=4. The analytial form of the paket is foundto �t in an extremely good way the numerial data.Some progress was also made in the diretion of getting rigorous analytialresults in the thermodynami limit, beause for the �rst time it has been possibleto perform a �nite number of perturbative steps in that limit. This required theestablishment of a suitable measure{theoreti framework for perturbation theoryitself, and in partiular a lari�ation of what should be meant by \energy perosillator", in that limit.7 Final ommentsSo, let us ome bak to the problem of deiding between the two alternatives, namelywhether the original FPU result is relevant for physis or not. In the light of thereent results just mentioned, we are on�dent that the FPU paradox annot beeliminated and that it has a deep physial meaning.The general perspetive mentioned above naturally leads to the following in-terpretation of the paradox. Before Fermi, Pasta and Ulam the alternative was be-tween lassial mehanis, whih should be wrong, and quantum mehanis, whihis orret. But this makes no referene to times. We would instead suggest: upto \short" times lassial mehanis might qualitatively agree with quantum me-hanis, and only later on might they di�erentiate. Indeed, aording to quantummehanis Plank's law is the �nal equilibrium distribution, while, apparently, a-ording to lassial mehanis it might just desribe a metaequilibrium distributionwhih only over muh longer glassy{like time sales would �nally evolve to the\lassial" Maxwell{Boltzmann equilibrium.8
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